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Description
Technical field
[0001] The invention refers to an inertial device for the
stimulation of a woman’s pelvic floor muscles, of the kind
that is inserted into the vagina and by using the inertia
of a woman’s movements is able to stimulate the muscle
activity of the muscles adjacent to the device and thereby
strengthen them.
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Prior art
[0002] The pelvic floor is a set of muscles and fascia
located in the minor pelvis that encloses the abdominal
cavity from below and from the sides and whose functions
are to provide visceral support (bladder, uterus, vagina
and rectum), to absorb the abdominal pressure during
straining, to intervene in the urinary and rectal continence
and excretion, and to intervene in the sexual function.
Also, it is considered to have obstetric functions. It is common that on account of various risk factors (pregnancy,
vaginal deliveries, episiotomy, menopause, etc.) a woman’s pelvic floor is weakened and looses its ability to contract, thus allowing the appearance of related medical
conditions, such as the prolapse of the urinary bladder,
the prolapse of the rectum and the prolapse of the uterus,
causing in turn various dysfunctions such as the stress
urinary incontinence. For this purpose, it is important to
have the means to maintain the pelvic floor toned in order
to avoid the appearance of these medical conditions that
have such a negative impact on a woman’s quality of life.
[0003] The use of devices of mechanical vibratory stimulation for toning the muscles that make up the pelvic
floor has been known for some time now. Some devices
take the form of one or various spherical bodies that are
inserted into the vagina of the user in order to stimulate
and induce a motor response from the smooth muscles
of the vagina and a tonic response from the perineal striated muscles. If, in addition to that, the user performs a
collaborative action by voluntarily contracting her pelvic
floor muscles, said devices increase their toning capacity
and the user gains strength in said muscles (i.e., the user’s muscles increase their contractile capacity for closing the sphincters), as demonstrated in trials performed
by the applicant of the present patent.
[0004] A type of device known as "inertial" is considered particularly useful, the spherical bodies of which are
hollow and contain a ball of a certain weight that is able
to move around, thus generating vibrations that stimulate
the vibratory receptors of the vagina and cause the reflex
(involuntary) contraction of the pelvic floor muscles.
[0005] Among the inertial devices, devices known as
"passive" inertial devices are known. In these devices,
the movement or displacement of the interior ball is
caused by the motion of the user herself.
[0006] A very simple example of a passive inertial device is one that comprises spherical bodies containing a
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ball of a certain weight that is able to freely roll around
the inner smooth and spherical surface of the spherical
bodies. Thus, when the user moves, the ball rolls around
the interior of the hollow spherical body and is considered
to generate a light vibration for stimulating the pelvic floor
muscles.
[0007] A second example of a passive inertial device
is described in patent ES2226590B1. Said inertial device
comprises a hollow body that contains an interior ball,
with the particularity of said ball being suspended in a
pendulum-like manner from a cord that is connected to
the inner surface of the hollow body. When the user
moves, the interior ball oscillates and hits against the
interior surface of the hollow body. Unlike the previous
device, this one presents the particularity of having to be
placed in a certain position inside the vagina (as the pendulum is operating under gravity) in order to function
properly.
[0008] The fact that an inertial device must be placed
in a certain position inside the vagina in order to properly
function is inconvenient for several reasons. Firstly, the
introduction and positioning of the device requires a lot
of attention and precision, thus complicating the whole
process; in fact, even if it is inserted and placed with great
care and precision, the user does not always manage to
place the device in a correct and exact position that guarantees its best possible function. Secondly, it must be
taken into account that the position in which the device
must be placed can vary according to the morphology of
the tissue surrounding it. Thus, on the one hand, the case
may occur that the morphology of a same user may vary
for whatever reason, for example because of the success
of the treatment; due to this variation, a device of the type
that must be placed in a certain position may not always
be correctly placed and could therefore decrease in effectiveness. On another hand, the fact that different users
have different morphologies results in the unwanted effect that a device of the type that must be placed in a
certain position is more efficient for some users than others.
[0009] A specific passive inertial device, also comprising a hollow body and a freely moving interior ball, is
known and usually referred to as an inertial "energy-accumulating" device. The interior ball of this type of device
must accumulate a certain amount of energy in order to
move; as a consequence, the impact of the interior ball
against the inner surface of the hollow body is generated
with a certain amount of energy, above a certain threshold, thus increasing and improving the stimulation of the
tissue adjacent to the device.
[0010] An example of a passive inertial device with energy accumulation, shown for instance in prior art document DE202009010633U1, is one in which the inner surface of the hollow body features protruding ribs running
parallel to each other along a meridian. Said ribs serve
as an obstacle to the interior ball, in a way that the ball
has to accumulate a certain amount of energy for passing
over one rib to another or for passing to the other side of
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the ribs and continue moving. This device presents the
same drawback as the device disclosed in
ES2226590B1, i.e., it can only function when positioned
correctly inside the vagina. If the device is not correctly
positioned, it may happen among other things that the
device stops acting as an energy accumulating device
or even that the ball is not able to move.
[0011] The objective of the present invention is to offer
an inertial device of mechanical vibratory stimulation of
the pelvic floor, which is passive and energy-accumulating and features alternative energy-accumulating means
to the already known ones. Also, the device should be
easy to manufacture and work effectively.
[0012] In addition, the device according to the invention
is aiming to guarantee, at least in its preferable embodiments, an optimum accumulation of energy and stimulation irrespective of the position or orientation of the device inside the vagina, thereby simplifying its placement
in the vagina as it may be introduced in any kind of position. It will therefore also ensure that the efficiency of
the device is not affected by possible changes in the morphological conditions of the user and that the device is
equally effective for different users.
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er’s morphology. The ball(s), irrespective of the placement of the device or the user’s morphology, will always
rest in the lowest position and be ready to accumulate
and release the energy due to the inertia of the user’s
movements during the treatment, thus guaranteeing an
optimum treatment in all practical cases.
[0016] In addition to that, the device ensures that the
energy carried by the ball when switching from one facet
to another exceeds a minimum threshold due to the
shape of the facets’ edges and the angle formed by the
facets; then, the interior ball or balls remain in the facets
until the angle of the vector sum of the weight and the
inertia of the movement surpasses the angle of the facets,
at which point the interior ball or balls begin to move in
a controlled manner towards adjacent facets. This guarantees that the impact (involuntary and automatic response generated in the pelvic floor muscles as a consequence of the energy of the interior ball(s)) is also
above a minimum threshold, in a way that the device
provides a better, more stable and efficient stimulation
of the nerve receptors of the tissue that is in contact with
the device.
Brief description of the drawings

Brief description of the invention
[0013] The object of this claimed invention is an inertial
energy-accumulating device for the stimulation of the pelvic floor muscles that is designed to be introduced into
the vagina of the user, which like other inertial devices
comprises at least one hollow body, wherein at least one
hollow body contains at least one freely moving interior
ball that is able to move due to the force of gravity and
the inertia of the user’s movements and to impact against
an inner surface of said hollow body. Additionally, the
inertial device according to the invention features the particularity of the inner surface of the hollow body being
provided with substantially-flat adjacent facets, wherein
the facets form a certain angle with adjacent facets in a
way that the interior ball that is resting on a facet must
accumulate a certain amount of energy in order to move
and hit an adjacent facet.
[0014] The advantage of using facets in order to partly
prevent the moving of the interior ball(s) is that the hollow
body manufacturing procedure is simplified and its cost
is reduced, when compared to conventional energy accumulating devices in which the hollow body is provided
with protruding ribs. In addition to that, there is a higher
control over the moving energy of the interior ball(s) than
in conventional devices, as it is possible to adjust the
angle formed by the facets more precisely than it is to
adjust the height and width of the internal ribs.
[0015] In one preferred embodiment of the invention
the inner surface of the housing is completely faceted
and the inner surface of the housing has a substantially
spherical symmetry. This allows for a main body - and
therefore an inertial device - that is equally effective no
matter how it is positioned inside the vagina and the us-
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[0017] Details of the invention are depicted in the accompanying figures, which are intended to be illustrative
and non-limiting:
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Figure 1 shows a perspective view of one embodiment of the device according to the invention.
Figure 2 shows a perspective cross-section view of
the device of the previous figure.
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Figure 1 shows one embodiment of the inertial device (1) for the stimulation of the pelvic floor with
accumulation of energy according to the present invention. The represented embodiment is characterised in that it comprises a single hollow body (2),
made of injected technical plastic for example, and
an extraction means, which in this case takes the
form of a closed-loop cord (7) made of an elastomer
or injected silicone. The extraction means projects
from the hollow body (2) and its end that is opposite
to the hollow body (2) is designed to remain accessible outside the vagina when the device (1) is inserted in the vagina so that the user may extract the
device (1) by simply pulling the cord (7).
Figure 2 shows a perspective cross-section view of
the device (1) depicted in Figure 1. As can be seen,
the hollow body (1) contains a freely moving interior
ball (3) that is able to move due to the force of gravity
and the inertia of the user’s movements and to hit
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against an inner surface (4) of the hollow body (2).
The inner surface (4) of the hollow body (2) comprises facets (5, 6), i.e., it is faceted at least partially.
The facets (5, 6) form a specific angle with the adjacent facets (5, 6) in a way that the interior ball (3)
that is resting on a facet (5, 6) has to accumulate a
determined amount of energy in order to move and
hit an adjacent facet (5, 6). In other words, the movement is not initiated until it is substantial enough, thus
ensuring that the stimuli or impact is above a certain
threshold.
[0019] The shape, geometry and edges of each facet
(5, 6) can be configured so as to select the amount of
energy to be accumulated before the interior ball (3) is
able to move and until the forces resulting from gravity
and inertia form a certain angle, which when exceeded,
results in the interior ball (3) being allowed to move with
the accumulated energy. It has been proven that the particular design of the edges of the facets (5, 6) has a significant influence on how the facets receive the impact
of the interior ball (3) that has moved from the adjacent
facets (5, 6).
[0020] Preferably, the inner surface (4) of the hollow
body (2) is completely faceted. Thus, the accumulation
of energy of the interior ball (3) may be produced in all
areas of the inner surface (4); i.e., there are no areas in
the inner surface (4) that allow for a free moving of the
interior ball (3) without the accumulation of energy. It is
preferable that the inner surface (4) have the form of an
icosahedron or dodecahedron.
[0021] Preferably, the inner surface (4) of the hollow
body (2) has a substantially spherical symmetry. This
means that the behaviour of the interior ball (3) inside
the hollow body (2) is independent of how the hollow
body (2) is orientated inside the vagina. This guarantees
optimum treatment for all users, and even for a single
user experiencing morphological changes during her
treatment.
[0022] It is preferable, as shown in Figure 2, that the
faceted inner surface (4) comprises substantially pentagonal facets (5) and substantially hexagonal facets (6).
The combination of these two types of facets is the most
efficient for manufacturing the inner surface (4), especially if it is to be completely faceted and has a spherical
symmetry.
[0023] If the previous technical characteristics are
combined, that is to say, if the fact that the inner surface
(4) is completely faceted and has a substantially spherical symmetry is combined with the fact that the inner
faceted surface (4) comprises substantially pentagonal
facets (5) and substantially hexagonal facets (6), then
the inner surface (4) takes substantially the form of a
truncated icosahedron. This embodiment is considered
to simultaneously offer all the advantages: equal efficiency irrespective of the device’s (1) orientation, cost-effective manufacturing, no areas without accumulation of energy, etc.
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[0024] In the represented embodiment, all facets (5, 6)
are flat. This ensures that the equilibrium point, where
the interior ball(s) (3) will be resting, is at the edges of
the facets (5, 6). If, on the contrary, the facets (5, 6) would
present any type of concave curvature in their interior,
the interior ball or balls (3) might rest within the facets (5,
6) resulting in a reduced accumulation of energy.
[0025] In one embodiment all the facets are not equal
in size and geometry. The difference in size allows for
the creation of certain particular effects. For example, if
the difference in size between the facets is sufficient
enough, some facets may act as receptors while others
may become supports. The receptor facets are in charge
of receiving the balls when only the force of gravity is
acting (they would be smaller facets, solely responsible
for detaining the interior ball but without providing resting
support). The bigger sized supporting facets, on the other
hand, serve to receive the energy of the interior ball after
it has moved, and are therefore in charge of stimulating
the exterior tissue.
[0026] Preferably, the interior ball (3) has a hard outer
surface so that it does not absorb the impact of the interior
ball (3) against the inner surface (4) of the hollow body
(2). This way, the energy of the impact is kept to a maximum, which ultimately is the aim in order to produce a
maximum stimulation of the surrounding tissue. However, it is also contemplated that the interior ball (3) be coated with a softer material, like rubber for example, if it were
convenient to mitigate the noise produced when the interior ball (3) hits against the inner surface (4) of the hollow body (2).
[0027] The invention provides for various embodiments that are different to the one represented.
[0028] For example, the device (1) may comprise more
than one hollow body (2), in which case the hollow bodies
(2) would be interconnected by a connecting means, like
a cord for example.
[0029] The form of the hollow body (2) may not only
be spherical, as represented in the drawings, but it may
also take any applicable form, such as an eccentric form
that facilitates its introduction into and later extraction
from the vagina. In any case, the exterior form of the
hollow body (2) is not relevant for the present invention.
[0030] The hollow body (2) or hollow bodies (2) may
contain more than one interior ball (3). If the device comprises several hollow bodies (2), each hollow body (2)
may contain an equal or different number of interior balls
(3). There is even the possibility that the invention is applied to only one or some of the hollow bodies (2) of the
device (1).
[0031] In addition, the extraction means projecting
from the hollow body (2) may be more than one cord (7),
with or without closed loops, or even a different type of
element that extends to the vagina’s exterior and allows
the user to pull it in order to extract the device (1).
[0032] In the represented embodiment, all the facets
(5, 6) are flat. Alternatively, only one or more facets (5,
6), but not all, may be flat. If one or more facets (5, 6) are
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non-flat, the invention allows for one or more facets (5,
6) to be curved (with concavities and/or convexities). With
these or other variants the initiation of the movement of
the interior ball(s) (3) and the reception of said ball(s) by
the adjacent facets (5, 6) can be configured at will.
[0033] It is also possible, in combination with the previous or independently, that at least one facet (5, 6)
presents an internal irregularity that serves as an additional obstacle to the interior ball(s).
[0034] The invention also allows for the possibility that
in between of at least two facets (5, 6) there is a ledge
or protrusion. This would increase the threshold value of
the energy that the interior ball (3) must accumulate at
that point in order to pass to the adjacent facet (5, 6),
thus increasing the impact on the pelvic floor muscles.

hexagonal facets (6).

Inertial device (1) with accumulation of energy for
the stimulation of the pelvic floor muscles, designed
to be inserted into the vagina of the user, comprising
at least one hollow body (2), wherein at least one
hollow body (2) contains at least one freely moving
interior ball (3) that is able to move due to the force
of gravity and the inertia of the user’s movements
and to hit against an inner surface (4) of the hollow
body (2), where the device (1) is characterised in
that:

7.

Device (1), according to claim 1, characterised in
that at least one facet (5, 6) is flat.

8.

Device (1), according to claim 7, characterised in
that all the facets (5, 6) are flat.

9.

Device (1), according to claim 1, characterised in
that at least one facet (5, 6) is non-flat.
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10. Device (1), according to claim 9, characterised in
that at least one facet (5,6) is curved.
15

11. Device (1), according to claim 1, characterised in
that at least one facet (5, 6) presents an internal
irregularity that serves as an additional obstacle to
the interior ball(s).

20

12. Device (1), according to claim 1, characterised in
that there is a ledge or protrusion in between of at
least two facets (5, 6).

25

Patentansprüche

Claims
1.

1.

30

- the inner surface (4) of the hollow body (2) is
provided with substantially-flat adjacent facets
(5, 6), where
- the facets (5, 6) form a specific angle with the
adjacent facets (5, 6) in a way that the interior
ball (3) that is resting on a facet (5, 6) has to
accumulate a determined amount of energy for
moving and hitting an adjacent facet (5, 6).
2.

Device (1), according to claim 1, characterised in
that the inner surface (4) of the hollow body (2) is
completely faceted.

3.

Device (1), according to claim 2, characterised in
that the inner surface (4) takes substantially the form
of an icosahedron.

4.

5.

Device (1), according to claim 2, characterised in
that the inner surface (4) takes substantially the form
of a dodecahedron.
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2.

Vorrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Innenfläche (4) des Hohlkörpers
(2) vollständig facettiert ist.

3.

Vorrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Innenfläche (4) im Wesentlichen
die Form eines Ikosaeders annimmt.

4.

Vorrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Innenfläche (4) im Wesentlichen
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Device (1), according to claim 1, characterised in
that the inner surface (4) of the hollow body (2)
presents a substantially spherical symmetry.
Device (1), according to claim 1, characterised in
that the inner faceted surface (4) comprises substantially pentagonal facets (5) and substantially
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Trägheitsvorrichtung (1) mit Akkumulation von Energie für die Stimulation der Beckenbodenmuskulatur, dafür ausgelegt, in die Vagina der Nutzerin eingeführt zu werden, umfassend mindestens einen
Hohlkörper (2), wobei mindestens ein Hohlkörper (2)
mindestens eine frei bewegliche innere Kugel (3) beinhaltet, die sich aufgrund der Schwerkraft sowie der
Trägheit der Bewegungen der Nutzerin bewegen
kann, und die gegen eine Innenfläche (4) des Hohlkörpers (2) stößt, wobei die Vorrichtung (1) dadurch
gekennzeichnet ist, dass:
die Innenfläche (4) des Hohlkörpers (2) mit im
Wesentlichen flachen, benachbarten Facetten
bereitgestellt wird, wobei
die Facetten (5, 6) einen bestimmten Winkel mit
den benachbarten Facetten (5, 6) derart bilden,
dass die innere Kugel (3), die auf einer Facette
(5, 6) ruht, einen festgelegten Energiebetrag akkumulieren muss, um sich zu bewegen und eine
benachbarte Facette (5, 6) anzustoßen.
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per une facette (5, 6) adjacente.

die Form eines Dodekaeders annimmt.
5.

6.

Vorrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Innenfläche (4) des Hohlkörpers
(2) eine im Wesentlichen sphärische Symmetrie aufweist.
Vorrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die facettierte Innenfläche (4) im Wesentlichen fünfeckige Facetten (5) und im Wesentlichen sechseckige Facetten (6) umfasst.

7.

Vorrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass mindestens eine Facette flach ist.

8.

Vorrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass alle Facetten (5, 6) flach sind.

9.

Vorrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass mindestens eine Facette (5, 6) nicht
flach ist.

11. Vorrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass mindestens eine Facette (5, 6) eine
innere Unregelmäßigkeit aufweist, die als zusätzliches Hindernis für die innere/n Kugel/n dient.
12. Vorrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass sich zwischen mindestens zwei der
Facetten (5, 6) ein Vorsprung oder Überstand befindet.

Dispositif inertiel (1) avec accumulation d’énergie
pour la stimulation des muscles du plancher pelvien,
conçu pour être inséré dans le vagin de l’utilisatrice,
comprenant au moins un corps creux (2), au moins
un corps creux (2) contenant au moins une balle intérieure (3) se déplaçant librement qui est capable
de se déplacer en raison de la force de gravité et de
l’inertie des mouvements de l’utilisatrice et de frapper contre une surface interne (4) du corps creux
(2), le dispositif (1) étant caractérisé en ce que :

3.

Dispositif (1) selon la revendication 2, caractérisé
en ce que la surface interne (4) prend essentiellement la forme d’un icosaèdre.

4.

Dispositif (1) selon la revendication 2, caractérisé
en ce que la surface interne (4) prend essentiellement la forme d’un dodécaèdre.

5.

Dispositif (1) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce que la surface interne (4) du corps creux (2)
présente une symétrie essentiellement sphérique.

6.

Dispositif (1) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce que la surface interne (4) facettée comprend
des facettes (5) essentiellement pentagonales et
des facettes (6) essentiellement hexagonales.

7.

Dispositif (1) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce qu’au moins une facette (5, 6) est plate.

8.

Dispositif (1) selon la revendication 7, caractérisé
en ce que toutes les facettes (5, 6) sont plates.

9.

Dispositif (1) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce qu’au moins une facette (5, 6) est non plate.
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10. Dispositif (1) selon la revendication 9, caractérisé
en ce qu’au moins une facette (5, 6) est courbe.
35

11. Dispositif (1) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce qu’au moins une facette (5, 6) présente une
irrégularité interne qui sert d’obstacle supplémentaire à la / aux balle(s) intérieure(s).
40

12. Dispositif (1) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce qu’il y a un rebord ou une protubérance entre
au moins deux facettes (5, 6).
45

50

- la surface interne (4) du corps creux (2) est
dotée de facettes (5, 6) adjacentes essentiellement plates, où
- les facettes (5, 6) forment un angle spécifique
avec les facettes (5, 6) adjacentes d’une manière telle que la balle intérieure (3) qui repose sur
une facette (5, 6) doit accumuler une quantité
d’énergie déterminée pour se déplacer et frap-

Dispositif (1) selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce que la surface interne (4) du corps creux (2)
est complètement facettée.

10

Revendications
1.

2.
5

15

10. Vorrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 9, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass mindestens eine Facette (5, 6) gebogen ist.
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